Abstract

This paper addresses the (inter)subjective functions of progressive aspect in Dutch. While the aspectual profile of the various Dutch progressive constructions has received considerable attention in the last few years, much less attention has been paid to their non-aspectual uses. As we will demonstrate in this paper on the basis of a corpus study of spoken Dutch, complemented with native-speaker elicitations, the Dutch progressive constructions can be specifically recruited to express (inter)subjective meanings such as surprise, irritation and intensity, and they differ in this respect from their simplex counterparts. Our analysis of progressive aspect in terms of backgrounded boundaries provides an explanation for (i) the general association of progressive aspect with (inter)subjectivity and (ii) our observation that some Dutch progressive constructions are more prone to such (inter)subjective exploitation than others. This semantic account also underlies the last part of this contribution, in which we discuss cases of what we call ‘(inter)subjective reinforcement’ in complex progressive constructions, that is, the embedding of progressive constructions in other constructions that are also semantically affiliated to
(inter)subjectivity (e.g. the perfect, *gaan/komen* ‘go/come’, modals and the bare infinitive construction), which has been largely neglected in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Semantic analyses of progressive aspect typically concentrate on aspectotemporal notions such as ongoingness, duration or incompletion. Yet various scholars have pointed out that speakers of different languages can also recruit the progressive to encode (inter)subjective meanings. In those cases, the progressive expresses “a particular attitude of the speaker vis-à-vis the epistemic status of the situation (subjective interpretations) and vis-à-vis the hearer (intersubjective interpretations)” (De Wit & Patard 2013: 119). In French, for instance, the progressive is associated with events that somehow ‘stand out’ (1a), while it is less felicitous with events that the speaker considers expected (1b) (Franckel 1989: 78):

(1) a. *Il est en train de lire de travers.*

   he be.PRS.3SG PROG read.INF the wrong way

   ‘He is reading the wrong way.’

b. *Il est en train de bien lire.*

   he be.PRS.3SG PROG well read.INF

   ‘He is reading well.’

Similarly, speakers of German can resort to the progressive when they want to highlight an event, even if the German *am*-progressive is infrequently used in comparison with its Germanic
equivalents (Anthonissen et al. 2016). In (2), for instance, the progressive is specifically exploited to convey a sense of intensification:

(2) “Wir sind zur Zeit heftig am Berechnen”, erklärt Steuerberater Günther Pöschl, […]

‘At the moment, we are calculating fiercely,” tax consultant Günther Pöschl says, …’
(Anthonissen et al. 2016: 19)

In English, in which the progressive is obligatorily deployed to report events that are ongoing at the time of reference (barring a few exceptional contexts – see De Wit 2017a: Chapter 4), it is harder to find uses in which the progressive is exclusively used for (inter)subjective purposes and not (also) for aspectotemporal reasons. Yet the so-called “interpretative” use (Ljung 1980), illustrated in (3), constitutes a nice illustration of the fact that, in English too, progressive aspect can be used to put emphasis on a situation:

(3) [In a discussion between a professor and his students about the discourse of civil rights activist Jesse Jackson]

Well he says minorities. He’s smart. He talks about minorities. But he’s really talking about African Americans.

(De Wit and Brisard 2014: 52)

In this example, the speaker first uses the simple present to report what one might think is ordinarily the case (what Jesse Jackson literally says) and then switches to the present progressive to emphasize what is actually the case.
These observations about the use of the progressive for the expression of (inter)subjective meanings extend beyond western Europe. In her study of the Western Armenian progressive and evidential constructions and their relation to salience, Donabédian-Demopoulos (2012) observes that the progressive can be used for non-aspectual reasons in contexts very similar to the ones described by Franckel (1989) for French. In the Niger-Congo language Igbo, furthermore, there is what is called a ‘Progressive-Unexpected’ construction, which is used to express the speaker’s irony or surprise with regard to the state of affairs she describes (Emenanjo 1987: 175). In a larger-scale study on Bantu languages, Güldemann (2003) furthermore shows that progressive constructions are often used in focal contexts, i.e. those parts of linguistic expressions that contain information that is relatively the most salient within a given communicative setting. Again, the progressive is being used in such cases to present situations as ‘standing out’.

In this paper, we will demonstrate that, in Dutch too, the progressive can be deployed to convey (inter)subjective meanings. In those cases, the difference between the progressive-form utterance and its simplex counterpart is not aspectotemporal, but resides instead in the sense of non-canonicity that is more naturally associated with the progressive variant. What makes the case of Dutch particularly interesting is the fact that, unlike the other European languages mentioned above, Dutch has several grammaticalized progressive constructions:¹ the *aan het*-progressive (4), the posture verb construction (*zitten/liggen/staan te + V*) (5)–(7), and the motion progressive (*lopen*...)

---
¹ We also searched for constructions with *bezig* and the posture verb construction *hangen te + V*, but ended up excluding them from the database because they yielded too few relevant examples.
The following examples illustrate the use of these different progressive constructions for the verb *lezen* ‘read’ (each of them translates as ‘Maria is reading’):

(4) Maria is aan het lezen.  
Maria be.PRS.3SG at the read.INF

(5) Maria zit te lezen.  
Maria sit.PRS.3SG to read.INF

(6) Maria ligt te lezen.  
Maria lie.PRS.3SG to read.INF

(7) Maria staat te lezen.  
Maria stand.PRS.3SG to read.INF

(8) Maria loopt te lezen.  
Maria run.PRS.3SG to read.INF

The original lexical meaning of the posture and motion verbs is typically bleached. While for (7) an interpretation in which Maria is standing while she is reading is still readily available, this is clearly not the case for the attested example in (9), since it is hard to believe that someone is constantly standing up while cycling:

(9) *Terwijl Tom Boonen met zijn ploegmaats van Etixx-QuickStep de voorbije weken steevast tweede viool speelde, stond Vanmarcke op de eerste rij te koersen* […]  
‘While Tom Boonen and his Etixx-QuickStep teammates were constantly second best the past few weeks, Vanmarcke was cycling on the first row…’ (*Metro* 7 April 2016)

---

2 In German, progressive aspect can also be expressed via *beim V-inf sein* or *im V-inf sein*, yet these constructions are marginal compared to the *am V-inf sein* construction.
As far as overall frequency of use and degree of entrenchment in the aspectual system of the language are concerned, it seems that the Dutch progressive is sandwiched in between its English and German analogues. While it is not obligatory to use the progressive in Dutch to report ongoing events – unlike in English, the simple tenses can still take on this role as well –, there are clearly fewer syntactic restrictions on the Dutch progressive than on its German counterpart (see e.g. Anthonissen et al. 2016: 4–6).

To some extent, the analysis of the (inter)subjective uses of the Dutch progressive constructions can be considered a follow-up study of previous analyses of the modal/(inter)subjective import of the progressive in English, French and German (see De Wit and Patard 2013; De Wit et al. 2013; De Wit and Brisard 2014; Anthonissen et al. 2016). It thus fills a gap in the extant literature on the Dutch progressive constructions, which has overwhelmingly been concerned with the temporal and aspectual meanings of these constructions (see, most notably, Beekhuizen 2010; Boogaart 1999, Booij 2008; Lemmens 2005, 2012a, 2012b, 2015). Yet our study also adds important new insights to the study of progressive aspect. For one, this analysis is the first to corroborate corpus findings with native-speaker elicitations, thus providing additional independent evidence for our claim that it is the progressive, and not some other contextual factor, that generates the attested (inter)subjective reading. Secondly, the fact that speakers of Dutch have various grammaticalized progressive constructions to their avail raises an interesting and novel issue: if Dutch progressive aspect can convey (inter)subjective meanings – which is what we expect given the observations on other (Germanic) languages, and in view of our general hypothesis regarding the connection between (inter)subjectivity and progressive aspect (see Section 3) – then we might wonder whether one or more construction is particularly prone to (inter)subjective exploitation, and if so, why.
In sum, two main research questions lie at the basis of this paper, each of them having a descriptive and an analytic component: (i) is it indeed the case that the Dutch progressive constructions can express (inter)subjective senses, such as surprise, irritation or intensification, and why should we attest this association, and (ii) are there any differences in this respect between the various progressive constructions and how can we account for these differences? In order to answer these questions we have undertaken a large-scale corpus investigation and developed a native-speaker survey, the design and the results of which we will discuss in detail in Section 2. In Section 3 we analyze our findings: building to some extent on previous observations by De Wit and Brisard (2014), Lemmens (2005, 2015) and Beekhuizen (2010), we offer theoretical and cognitively plausible explanations for the connection between progressivity and (inter)subjectivity and the extent to which this connection is manifested by the different progressive constructions. Section 4, finally, concentrates on four interesting instances of, what we call, ‘(inter)subjective reinforcement’. These are cases in which a posture/motion verb progressive is embedded in another construction (i.e. is combined with the semi-auxiliary gaan ‘go’ or komen ‘come’, the perfect, a modal verb or the bare infinitive construction), with the effect of reinforcing the sense of incongruity that is already canonically associated with the progressive. Our conclusions will be formulated in Section 5.

2 Data, methodology and results

2.1 Corpus study

2.1.1 Data collection and analysis
The data for the corpus study were extracted from the *Corpus Gesproken Nederlands* [CGN] v2.0 ‘Corpus Spoken Dutch’ (Nederlandse Taalunie 2006), an annotated corpus of present-day Dutch as spoken by adults in the Netherlands and Flanders. More specifically, we selected CGN’s *a* component (henceforth CGNa), which comprises spontaneous face-to-face conversations and amounts to approximately 2.6 million words. All instances of the various progressive constructions listed in (4)–(8) were retrieved from CGNa with the corpus exploration software COREX.

The query for the *aan het*-progressive included a form of the lemma *zijn*³ ‘to be’ within a seven-word window before or a five-word window after the combination of the preposition *aan* and the definite article *het* ‘the’ or its contraction ‘*t*. The basic query for the remaining progressive constructions consisted of the lemma of the posture or motion verb at hand (*zitten/liggen/staan/lopen* ‘sit/lie/stand/run’) followed by *te ‘to*’ and an infinitive. Separate queries were conducted to retrieve posture and motion progressives in non-finite contexts, which were not obtained by the basic queries due to their deviating morpho-syntactic behavior in those contexts: when used in the perfect and pluperfect (see example (10)), the posture and motion progressives do not have the expected past participle form (*gezeten*), but appear as infinitives (*zitten*) – a phenomenon known as *infinitivus pro participio* (IPP). The particle *te ‘to*’ is usually dropped, not only in IPP constructions, but also in other non-finite contexts, that is, when the posture or motion progressive is preceded by a modal (such as *kunnen* ‘can’ in [11]) or another (semi)-auxiliary verb (such as *gaan* ‘go’ in [12]). In cases like (13), the posture verb *zitten* appears as an infinitive in a

³ Technically, *zijn* ‘to be’ is not the only auxiliary that can be used with *aan het* and a nominalized infinitive (see Booij 2008: 85–88 for a discussion of the verbs that may appear with the pattern), though it is by far the most frequent one.
main clause construction without there being a finite auxiliary; we will refer to this construction type as the ‘bare infinitive progressive’ (see Section 4.4).

(10) ‘k heb al zitten denken van weer te gaan verkopen.
I have.PRS.1SG already sit.INF think.INF of again to go.INF sell.INF
‘I’ve already been thinking about starting selling again.’ (CGNa fv400519)

(11) we kunnen alles wel weg zitten gooien
we can.PRS.1PL everything well away sit.INF throw.INF
dat Doe ‘k niet.
that do.PRS.1SG I not
‘We might as well throw everything away, I’m not doing that.’ (CGNa fn00969)

(12) dat ga je toch niet zitten prakken
that go.PRS.2SG you surely not sit.INF mash.INF
‘Surely you don’t mash that.’ (CGNa fv400623)

(13) ik zo een hele uitleg zitten geven
I so a whole explanation sit.INF give.INF
‘I was like explaining the whole thing.’ (CGNa fn000590)

Since they involve the presence of an extra auxiliary (or, in case of the bare infinitive progressive, the absence of an auxiliary where it would have been expected), we call progressives of the types presented in (10)–(13) ‘complex progressives’ and set them apart from ‘simplex progressives’ (with finite forms of the progressive auxiliary verbs zijn ‘be’ or their posture/motion verb counterparts). After manual inspection for doubles and false positives, the remaining sample contains 2,465 targets in total.

---

4 The code after CGNa refers to the file ID. IDs starting with fv refer to the Flemish part of CGNa, those starting with fn to the Netherlandic Dutch one.
Our data analysis proceeded in a step-wise fashion. First, instances were grouped according to construction type. From these various groups ca. 10% of the instances (255 in total) were sampled to test inter-rater agreement for the remaining variables to be annotated (most importantly, the presence of (inter)subjective qualifications, but also a number of other variables such as aspectotemporal usage types, tense, subject animacy, presence of negation, and telicity of the main verb). The sample was coded by the three authors independently, and subsequently compared and discussed to avoid inter-rater bias. The remaining instances were divided among the three

5 The variables listed here were merely included to verify whether they interacted with the presence of (inter)subjective qualifications in significant ways. Since they do not turn out to be obviously relevant for the present investigation, we will not return to these parameters in the remainder of this paper. Note also that no principal distinction will be made between utterances by speakers of Netherlandic Dutch (NL) and utterances by speakers of Belgian Dutch (FL). While Netherlandic Dutch does have a higher proportion of (inter)subjective uses, this is related to the observation that (in CGNa) speakers of Netherlandic Dutch use posture and motion progressives relatively more often than speakers of Flemish Dutch. As will be shown in Section 2.1.2, these constructions are more readily associated with (inter)subjective uses than the *aan het*-progressive (the latter being relatively more common in Flemish Dutch). Moreover, the motion progressive, which is almost exclusively used in (inter)subjective contexts, seems largely restricted to Netherlandic Dutch: the *lopen* progressive is only attested twice in the Flemish part of CGNa.

6 For the remainder of our analysis it proved to be most informative to discuss (the few) cases of disagreement and examine the thought processes that led to a particular classification. Since there were no consistent interpretational differences among the three annotators, no statistic interrater measurements (such as Cohen’s kappa) were applied.
annotators (again with a roughly even representation of each construction type to ensure that every annotator had a similar distribution of examples). Next, every instance was checked by the two other annotators, independently from each other, though not blind for its first classification (i.e. the annotators indicated whether they agreed with the assessment of the first annotator). Any remaining cases of interrater disagreement were resolved by discussion.

Since our contribution analyzes the (inter)subjective import of the progressive in particular, some further methodological clarifications are in place. We verified for each instance whether the progressive expressed an (inter)subjective qualification in addition to its basic aspectotemporal characterization in terms of ongoingness or related notions. Such (inter)subjective construals may result from various emotional reactions (e.g. irritation, surprise) or discourse-pragmatic motivations (e.g. to confer more emphasis on the situation at hand or to introduce an opinion or statement in a tentative manner), examples of which are discussed in Section 2.1.2. In order to categorize our corpus examples as (inter)subjective or not, we first relied on two parameters: (i) contextual indications and (ii) interchangeability with the simple tenses; in a later stage, we complemented our interpretation of the corpus data with those of (other) native speakers – see Section 2.2. Assuming that contextual cues, such as adverbials, elaborate schematic meaning elements already present in the semantic configuration of the progressive (Langacker 1987: 304–306), we consider contextual signs of irritation, surprise or other (inter)subjective notions to be strong indications of an (inter)subjective meaning component of the progressive. The fact that contextual elements need to be semantically compatible with the construction with which they collocate can, for instance, also be inferred from the observation that a time adverbial like yesterday is congruous with a past, but not with a future tense. Consider also the following examples:

(14) Present progressive
While the sense of irritation in the constructed example in (14) may be argued to result solely from the repetitive adverb *weer* ‘again’ and the negative connotation already present in the verb *zagen* ‘to nag’, a simple-present construal of the same sentence, as in (15), would sound distinctly odd to the native speaker’s ear. Put differently, we assume that various meaning elements in the sentence contribute to conveying the speaker’s attitude towards the proposition (much like both the adverbial *yesterday* and past tense morphemes may redundantly express ‘past-ness’). Yet even if a context contains clear indications of (inter)subjective qualifications, we cannot entirely exclude that the main reason for using the progressive is aspectotemporal (e.g. to indicate that a situation is ongoing rather than complete), and that, consequently, the attested (inter)subjective connotations are solely contextually induced. Therefore, we also took into account the effects of substitution tests: if the replacement of the progressive by a simplex form does not result in an aspectotemporal difference, but rather in a more factual, less outstanding presentation of the situation at hand, we have strong grounds to establish that the progressive can truly be said to reflect an (inter)subjective conception of reality. The native speaker questionnaire that we developed – and whose design and outcomes are presented in Section 2.2 – serves to corroborate our intuitions on the appropriateness of progressive versus non-progressive aspect in the exact same (inter)subjective context.

2.1.2 Results
Our corpus study reveals that there are a variety of (inter)subjective qualifications associated with the progressive. For instance, Dutch progressives may carry overtones of irritation, an observation that is also made in current grammars of Dutch (e.g. Haeseryn et al. 2002: §18.5.4.2; Oosterhoff 2009: 91). The utterance in (16) constitutes a typical example.

(16) \[\text{was d ook één jongen in 't team en z en dat vind ik nou wel een beetje irritant worden}\]  
`There was also one guy in the team and I think it’s getting a little annoying …’

\begin{verbatim}
want die loopt altijd heel erg te roepen
cause he run.PRS.3SG always very fiercely to shout.INF
van uh als je iets fout doet
of err if you something wrong do.PRS.2SG
‘… cause he’s always shouting if you do something wrong.’ (CGNa fn000481)
\end{verbatim}

Speakers of Dutch also resort to progressive construals to depict the situation at hand as manifesting a quality to an unusually large extent. This intensifying use is illustrated in (17).

(17) \textit{meeste wijken durfde ik niet in [...] bij elke straatje}
\textit{most neighborhoods dare.PST.1SG I not in […] on every street}
\textit{op de hoek zat ik echt zo te kijken van}
\textit{at the corner sit.PST.1SG I really so to watch.INF of}
\textit{achtervolgt mij niemand}
\textit{follow.PRS.3SG me no one}

‘I was too scared to walk around most neighborhoods […]. At every street corner I was really looking around like isn’t anyone following me.’ (CGNa fn000571)

A simple present construal, though grammatically possible, would render the situation in (17) as less outstanding than the selected progressive construal. Progressives are furthermore found in contexts featuring a sense of surprise, in that the reported event is in a way incongruous in the speaker’s conception of reality. This is, for instance, the case in (18), in which the use of the simple past would be quite marked.
In essence, the (inter)subjective notions illustrated in (16)–(18) highlight the speaker’s experience of the situation. While these expressions partly reflect the speaker’s current state of mind, they also serve a more interpersonal purpose related to the expressive function of language: in accordance with the so-called maxim of extravagance, the speaker wants to “[t]alk in such a way that [she is] noticed” or in a way that is considered “amusing, funny, etc.” (Keller 1994: 101). A related maxim, “[t]alk in an especially polite, flattering, charming, etc. way” (Keller 1994: 101), is even more explicitly motivated by the speaker’s wish to achieve a particular effect on the hearer. Such interpersonal dynamics are for instance at stake when the speaker wants to introduce her ideas in a more cautious manner. We know from previous studies (e.g. Anthonissen et al. 2016 on the German am-progressive) that progressive aspect can be used to obtain such an effect, and this use is attested in the Corpus of Spoken Dutch as well, cf. (19).

(19) ‘k was anders aan ‘t denken om morgen met mama naar de shopping te gaan
I be.PST.1SG otherwise on the think.INF to tomorrow with mom to go.INF
‘I was actually thinking of going shopping with mom tomorrow.’ (CGNa fv400384)

In (19) the speaker is politely declining an offer by tentatively announcing that she has already made other plans. She explicitly wants to construe the situation as non-consolidated, suggesting
she is not yet fully committed to going shopping so as not to offend the hearer. Again, the use of the simple past would not generate the same hedging effect.

Our corpus study amply shows that the examples in (16)–(19) are not isolated cases and that there is, in fact, a recurrent association of (inter)subjective notions with progressives. Frequency statistics of our analysis show that the Dutch progressives are used for purely aspectotemporal reasons in roughly half of all cases (n=1,222, 49.57%). The other half (n=1,243, 50.43%) also has an aspectotemporal import (in that we can, for example, attest a sense of ongoingness or limited duration), yet we contend that their use is mainly motivated by (inter)subjective purposes, basing ourselves on contextual indications signaling non-canonicity and on the observation that a simple-present or -past report of the same situation would be less felicitous in combination with these contextual indications, since they yield a less subjectively colored interpretation (rather than an aspectotemporal difference) – see also Section 2.2.

The corpus study moreover sheds light on inter-constructional differences pertaining to (inter)subjectivity. Before zooming in on these differences, let us give a brief overview of the overall frequency distribution of the various progressive constructions in Table 1, which shows that the Dutch progressives exhibit varying levels of entrenchment.

Table 1: Frequency distribution of construction types in CGNa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction type</th>
<th>Absolute frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAN HET</td>
<td>1,085</td>
<td>44.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZITTEN</td>
<td>1,009</td>
<td>40.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAAN</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>9.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOPEN</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGGEN</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2,465</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The bulk of examples in CGNa is taken up by the prepositional *aan het* construction and the posture verb construction with *zitten*, which are almost equally frequent and together account for nearly 85% of all attestations. *Staan* is attested considerably less often and *lopen* and *liggen* are infrequent in comparison to the overall sample. The frequency distribution thus centers around two well-entrenched constructions, which may well be considered progressive prototypes.

The extent of constructional specialization in terms of (inter)subjectivity is illustrated in Figure 1. Dark grey bars represent the proportion of (inter)subjective uses per construction type, light grey bars the proportion of instances that are exclusively aspectotemporally motivated. The width of the bars reflects the relative prevalence of the construction types in CGNa (cf. Table 1).
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Figure 1: Mosaic plot of (inter)subjective and non-subjective uses per construction type (n = 2,465)

The *aan het*-progressive exhibits the lowest proportion of (inter)subjective uses among the various construction types. Moving to the posture verb progressives (*liggen/staan/zitten*), we witness a 25% increase in the relative number of (inter)subjective readings. Instances of motion progressives
(lopen) almost invariably involve a subjective evaluation of the state of affairs. Strikingly, the posture verb progressives emerge quite clearly as a class in their own right that is positioned in between the prepositional progressive and the motion progressive on a cline of increasing (inter)subjective import.\(^7\)

It is important to remember that previous analyses have generally focused on attestations of the construction’s basic form, i.e. what we refer to as ‘simplex progressives’. Although these simplex progressives are attested in far greater numbers (n=2,083, 84.50%), the group of complex progressives is not negligible (n=382, 15.50%). These complex progressives constitute an interesting topic for further exploration because, as Table 2 shows, they are highly susceptible to (inter)subjective readings, significantly more so than the simplex progressives.\(^8\) Therefore, a separate section (Section 4) will be devoted to complex progressives as an excursion into (inter)subjective reinforcement.

\(^7\) Running a chi-squared test for independence allows us to reject the null hypotheses that the categorical variables ‘construction type’ and ‘(inter)subjective use’ are not correlated ($\chi^2 = 208.06$, $p < 0.05$). Applying the same test only to the posture verb constructions yields a negative result ($\chi^2 = 0.22$, $p = 0.90$), that is, the difference between the various posture verbs is not significant (they form a class). We mention these statistics only for sake of completion. Strictly speaking, we should not perform a chi-squared test on the CGNa data because it is possible that a single speaker is responsible for more than one of the progressive utterances, which would violate the condition of independence of observations (note that this condition is often relaxed or downright ignored in corpus linguistics (cf. Levshina 2015: 212, fn. 2 )).

\(^8\) Chi-squared test statistic: $\chi^2 = 51.35$, $p < 0.05$. Our reservations concerning the independence of observations (cf. fn. 7) hold here as well.
Table 2: (Inter)subjective uses of simplex and complex progressives in CGNa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progressive construction</th>
<th>(Inter)subj. use (absolute frequency)</th>
<th>(Inter)subj. use (proportion of row total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMPLEX</td>
<td>1,097</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLEX</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,222</td>
<td>1,243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section we have discussed our primary dataset, taken from spontaneous face-to-face conversations. From this analysis we can already infer that, in general, Dutch progressives are prone to be recruited for the expression of (inter)subjective qualifications and that the different construction classes differ greatly with respect to the relative frequency of (inter)subjective uses. Our native speaker survey, which we present in the following section, provides further empirical evidence for these observations.

2.2 Native speaker survey

2.2.1 Survey design

The corpus study was complemented by a native speaker survey in order to address some of the issues that could not readily be controlled for in the corpus study. In order to verify that it is indeed aspectual choice (and not context) that triggers (inter)subjective meaning, we should verify whether speakers prefer a progressive to a non-progressive in contexts featuring a sense of irritation, surprise and the like. This can be achieved by constructing minimal pairs to be evaluated by native speakers with no prior exposure to the topic of study, which provides us not only with a way to
control for contextual elements, but also with a more reliable comparative basis with the non-progressive than sampling non-progressives from a corpus could achieve.

The survey was created with the Qualtrics survey system and distributed by email and on social media in Flanders and in The Netherlands. The accompanying instructions explicitly call on native speakers of Dutch without a linguistic background (e.g. in the form of a degree in Literature and Linguistics) to participate in an online linguistic study conducted at [TO BE INSERTED] that takes about 20 minutes to complete. Potential participants were referred to a homepage, where they could complete the survey. The introductory text included a confidentiality statement and provided more information about the survey setup, which would first ask the participants to answer some general questions (to obtain meta-linguistic information such as age, sex and region), and then to judge pairs of sentences. Participants were also informed that there would be a test round first (with two questions) so that they could get accustomed with the survey design before being presented with the actual test sentences.

The stimuli presented in the questionnaire are included in Appendix A. In each question, participants were provided with a minimal pair featuring a progressive and non-progressive form in context and were asked to answer which of the two options sounds best. Four possible answers were provided:

A. Example sentence A (e.g. Dat meen je niet! Zat hij te flirten met meisjes uit jouw team?)

B. Example sentence B (e.g. Dat meen je niet! Flirte hij met meisjes uit jouw team?)

---

9 As can be inferred from the questionnaire (Appendix A), progressive and non-progressive forms were randomly assigned to either A or B (i.e., it is not the case that either form was always presented as A or B).

10 See Appendix A for translations.
C. Both A and B sound equally fine/bad and there is no difference in meaning

D. Both A and B sound equally fine/bad, but there is a difference in meaning

Subjects were asked to provide a brief explanation why their preferred option sounds better, or if A and B sound equally natural, but have a difference in meaning (option D), what the nature of this difference is. The survey progressed in a piece-meal fashion: participants were presented with only one question pair at a time, and could not go back to the previous questions (to make sure they rely on their first thoughts). The survey design also forced them to not leave the explanation field empty.

In addition to two test questions, participants were presented with 20 example pairs, 15 of which represented (inter)subjective contexts (of irritation, intensification, surprise and tentativeness). Importantly, these examples were not constructed, but are real-life examples attested in CGNa in progressive form, which were slightly adapted to make them more readable, and supplemented with their non-progressive counterpart to obtain a minimal pair. In all cases, the non-progressive was a grammatically and temporally (i.e. aspectually) acceptable alternative. The sample was internally balanced in the sense that more entrenched construction types (the aan het and zitten progressive), as evidenced by their frequency distribution in CGNa, were more often featured in the questionnaire; likewise, the total of complex progressives was restricted as simplex progressives are more commonly attested. An overview of the progressive types featuring in these 15 (inter)subjective contexts is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Types included in the survey, based on attested progressives in (inter)subjective contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simplex</th>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREP</td>
<td>AAN HET</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>ZITTEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STAAN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIGGEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>LOPEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Five other question pairs were included which served as controls: (a) two constructed control sentence pairs, where one utterance each was clearly grammatically incorrect so as to ensure participants were attentive and had paid attention to these minimal differences (see Appendix Q03 and Q15), and (b), three pairs in non-subjective, generic or conditional contexts (cf. Appendix Q05, Q17 and Q20), which are not typically compatible with the progressive (in these cases, it is the non-progressive utterance that was attested in CGNa).

2.2.2 Results

In total, we collected 43 fully completed surveys, thereby reaching all age groups from adolescence onwards, both male and female speakers, and speakers from Flanders as well as the Netherlands (though the former are better represented).  

In order to rank our results on a cline of perceived acceptability, the data were interpreted as a three-point Likert scale, with the various options coded as 0 (non-progressive form sounds most natural) – 0.5 (neutral) – 1 (progressive form sounds most natural). In case the D option was chosen, we assigned a 0, 0.5 or 1 score depending on the explanation given by the speaker. Only in instances where the speaker in her explanation explicitly mentions (inter)subjective notions such as surprise, disbelief, annoyance/disapproval, intensity etc. as being more highlighted in the utterance with the

---

11 Metalinguistic variables include age (<20 years: 20.93%, 20-39 years: 20.93%, 40-59 years: 25.58%, 60+: 32.56%), gender (male: 37.21%, female: 62.79%) and region (Netherlands: 23.26%, Flanders: 76.74%).
progressive, did the D option receive a score of 1. In cases of doubt or when no explanation was given, the neutral score (0.5) was assigned.

Computing the mean values of answers given will reflect the speakers’ preference for either progressive or non прогressive aspect. The closer the value is to 0, the stronger the preference for the non-progressive form; the closer to 1, the stronger the preference for a progressive form. Figure 2 plots the mean values per question as a proxy for the appropriateness of progressive vs. non-progressive aspect in subjective contexts (dark grey dots) and non-subjective generic control contexts (light grey dots).\(^{12}\)

![Graph showing the proportion of PROG choices per question](image)

**Figure 2: Proportion of PROG choices per question (774 observations)**

As expected, the non-subjective generic control contexts trigger non-progressive forms. Regarding subjective contexts, the chart shows an overall preference for the progressive form. In some

---

\(^{12}\) Constructed control contexts (Q03, Q15), where one of the options was grammatically impossible for reasons other than aspectual ones (cf. 2.2.1), were not included in this graph.
questions, most notably the top five rows (Q08, Q18, Q10, Q02, Q01), this preference is strongly pronounced and statistically significant\textsuperscript{13} if you take 0.5 (the neutral option) as the baseline of comparison, i.e. as the expected result. The remaining dark grey dots do not significantly differ from the 0.5 neutral option,\textsuperscript{14} that is, their preference for the progressive (with the exception of Q06, Q11 – see infra) could be attributed to coincidence. It should, however, be noted that taking 0.5 (“both utterances sound equally natural”) as the expected mean is a very conservative measure if you consider that there is a strong frequency effect in favor of non-progressive aspect, even in contexts that encode ongoingness. Mortier (2008), for instance, concludes that in Dutch (as well as in French) simple tenses are the unmarked expression of progression. Fewer than 1\% of all sentences in Dutch contain a progressive marker,\textsuperscript{15} and even in the description of events that are ‘ongoing’ or ‘in progression’ the non-periphrastic simple tense is estimated to be 4 to 5 times as likely to be used as the progressive form (Mortier 2008: 5–6). Progressive constructions can therefore be said to occupy a rather marginal position in the grammar of Dutch. Given the fact that non-progressive aspect is the default in progressive contexts, we expect that the baseline for comparison of what is the ‘most appropriate’ form in a particular context of ongoingness is in

\textsuperscript{13} The chi-squared test statistic for goodness of fit provided the following results: Q08: $\chi^2 = 15.72$; Q18: $\chi^2 = 11.26$; Q10: $\chi^2 = 11.26$; Q02: $\chi^2 = 6.72$; Q01: $\chi^2 = 3.93$. For all the questions mentioned here, the results are significant at $p < 0.05$.

\textsuperscript{14} The exception is Q06 ($\chi^2 = 3.93$, $p = 0.047$), which exhibits a preference for the non-progressive form.

\textsuperscript{15} In spontaneous spoken Dutch (as represented by CGNa), too, the percentage of progressive verb forms does not exceed 1\% (even if you exclude a list of the most commonly used stative verbs). There are, however, large differences between individual verbs.
reality lower than the 0.5 mean we set as a baseline. This means that aspectotemporal motivations for the use of progressive marking are low,\textsuperscript{16} and that the observation that the progressive is favored in all but 2 of the 15 question pairs must be attributed to its affiliation with expressions of (inter)subjectivity.

There is one sentence in particular that seems to deviate from this pattern. Question 6, whose A and B answer options are repeated in (20a) and (20b), exhibits a statistically significant preference for the non-progressive form (20a):

\begin{enumerate}[\textit{(20)}]
\item [a.] \textit{wat kunnen wij er hier aan doen dat ze ginder in het Midden Oosten vechten?}\\
\textit{what can.PRS.1PL we there here on do.INF that they over.there in the Middle East fight.PRS.3PL}
\item [b.] \textit{wat kunnen wij er hier aan doen dat ze ginder in het Midden Oosten liggen te vechten?}\\
\textit{what can.PRS.1PL we there here on do.INF that they over.there in the Middle East lie.PRS.3PL to fight.INF}
\end{enumerate}

‘We can’t help that they’re fighting over there in the Middle East.’ (CGNa fv400466)

From the explanations given by our informants, we can infer that this is largely due to the low grammaticalization status of the \textit{liggen} progressive, especially for speakers of Netherlandic Dutch, who seem to require that the posture verb \textit{liggen ‘lie’} is semantically congruent with the event

\textsuperscript{16} Only 10\% of the progressive preferences in the survey were given a temporal motivation. Of those, in more than half of the cases (53.57\%) the informants mention that the utterance with the progressive stresses the long duration of the event, which is not merely a temporal motivation, but at the same time constitutes an (inter)subjective use as highlighting the duration typically intensifies an event.
designated by the main verb. In the context of (20), one would not immediately conceive of the parties involved as lying down, which is why speakers of Netherlandic Dutch in particular and some speakers of Flemish Dutch as well prefer the non-progressive form (cf. also Q09 with liggen). For speakers who have adopted a more grammaticalized liggen progressive as a part of their idiolect, however, the progressive highlights the speaker’s frustration with the state of affairs. For instance, Flemish informants note that (20b), featuring the progressive form, “sounds more disapproving” than the non-progressive form (Sp14) and that it “implies the needlessness of the conflict” (Sp09).

Overall then, judgements by native speakers with no background in language and linguistics complement and corroborate our corpus findings. While it was established by means of the corpus study that progressive utterances frequently yield (inter)subjective readings, the survey results show that, on the whole, progressives are more compatible with (inter)subjective meaning elements than non-progressive simple tenses.

3 Discussion

3.1 General association of progressive aspect with (inter)subjective senses

The findings discussed in Section 2 confirm our hypothesis that the Dutch progressive constructions, like progressives in other languages, are highly liable to (inter)subjective interpretations, and that they differ in this respect from their simple counterparts, which are typically used for the expression of situations that are more readily assimilated in the speaker’s conception of reality. At first sight, an attractive way of analyzing this association of progressive aspect with (inter)subjective interpretations draws on the diachrony of the simple and progressive
constructions, and the relative markedness of the latter. Studies focusing on the role of linguistic extravagance as an impetus for grammaticalization, such as Keller (1994), Haspelmath (1999) and Petré (2017), have demonstrated that individuals can select unconventional linguistic forms – such as a new construction, or a construction that is not normally used in a given context – in order to attract attention to what they are saying and thus to themselves. Linguistic change begins when this unexpected usage is adopted by peers wishing to identify with these individuals (cf. the rise in use of *I kid you not* in the past decades after it was introduced in a popular novel and adopted by *Tonight* television host Jack Paar), until the construction’s expressivity fades away because it is too frequently used in a given context to stand out. Petré (2017) convincingly demonstrates that extravagance played a crucial role in the extension of the Early Modern English progressive construction to present-tense main clauses. Early-stage present progressive attestations typically collocated with expressions of atypicality or irritation, and they differed in this respect from their simple present counterparts, which suggests that they were recruited by speakers as a means to stand out. Other developing constructions that appear to have been used for (inter)subjective purposes are GO-constructions: as noted in De Wit and Brisard (2017), the first auxiliary uses of English and French GO were attested in contexts featuring extravagant indices. Emerging perfect constructions, too, appear to lend themselves to extravagant exploitation (cf. e.g. Labov [1998] on the AAVE perfect). Along the same line of analysis, we might hypothesize that the frequent association of the Dutch progressive with (inter)subjective readings is a result of the relatively recent emergence of the category (compared to the simple tense), and that the propensity of an individual Dutch progressive construction to taking on (inter)subjective interpretations is correlated with the relative degree of grammaticalization of that construction. This would certainly

---

17 We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out to us.
be worth investigating (see De Wit et al. ms), yet such an analysis in terms of extravagance, which essentially focuses on transient properties such as novelty and degree of grammaticalization, overlooks the synchronic stability and cross-linguistic dispersion of (inter)subjectively used progressives. How, for instance, can we account for the fact that the English present progressive still features (inter)subjective uses (see De Wit & Brisard 2014), in spite of its remarkable degree of grammaticalization? Similarly, why do we attest (inter)subjective uses for progressive constructions in genetically and geographically unrelated languages, irrespective of their degree of entrenchment in the verbal paradigm of those languages (see Section 1)? These observations suggest that an explanation for the association of the progressive with (inter)subjectivity needs to be sought in the semantics of the category. Building on De Wit et al. (2013), De Wit and Brisard (2014), Anthonissen et al. (2016), we will argue that this crucial semantic property is the fact that the progressive is an event-selector.\footnote{See De Wit (2017b) for a similar account of GO-auxiliaries and the perfect.}

The essential distinction between progressive and general imperfective constructions, such as the French \textit{imparfait}, is that only the latter can combine with stative verbs; progressives combine with event verbs, by definition. Unlike events, states are unbounded and homogeneous (i.e. they do not change over time), and therefore contractible: any random sample of a state is representative for the state in its entirety. Events, on the other hand, are not contractible – they are construed as bounded in time and also, typically, heterogeneous. The function of the progressive is to imperfectivize events by imposing an internal perspective – an aspectral immediate scope (IS\textsubscript{A}) (Langacker 1987, 1991) – on these originally bounded and heterogeneous situations, as depicted in Figure 3.
As a result of the internal viewpoint imposed by the progressive, the situation that is designated (i.e. that part of the situation that lies within IS_A) is made unbounded and homogeneous, just like a state. Yet an important difference between genuine states and imperfectivized events is that, as can be inferred from Figure 3, the latter still feature backgrounded boundaries (which are located within the expression’s maximal scope or MS). This intrinsic association of progressive aspect with backgrounded boundaries has crucial epistemic implications: given the fact that events cannot be fully identified on the basis of one random sample (since they are not contractible), the partial view imposed by the progressive implies less than full knowledge about the further development and endpoint of the denoted event. Such bounded situations that cannot be fully identified by the speaker are necessarily contingent or incidental, i.e. they represent states of affairs that are not readily assimilable to known schemas. As De Wit and Brisard (2014: 68) put it, it seems that “the English progressive has inherited the epistemic and temporal traits associated with individual occurrences of events, the majority of which do not represent anything structural” (emphasis in the original). In our view, this analysis in terms of backgrounded boundaries and the epistemic implications thereof holds for progressive aspect in any language, including Dutch. The association of progressives with situations that are not (yet) assimilated within the speaker’s knowledge structure obviously makes these constructions excellent candidates for (inter)subjective extensions: while not every situation reported by means of a progressive necessarily entails (inter)subjective
readings – it is not because a situation is not yet assimilated that it is also difficult to assimilate – every situation that is in some way perceived as non-canonical has not attained a structural status yet, and is grammatically marked accordingly by means of the progressive.

In what follows, we will offer an explanation for the differences between the various progressive constructions in terms of their relative susceptibility to (inter)subjective exploitation, thereby providing further evidence for the essential role of backgrounded boundaries in the epistemic status conferred upon situations reported by means of a progressive. In doing so, we will build on a number of previous proposals regarding the differences between the various Dutch progressives, which we therefore first introduce in the following section.

3.2 Differences between progressive constructions in Dutch: Previous observations

The various Dutch progressive constructions and the differences between them have been studied by, most notably, Beekhuizen (2010), Boogaart (1999), Booij (2008) and Lemmens (2005, 2012a, 2012b, 2015). Highly relevant for our analysis is Lemmens’s (2015) proposal to analyze the distinction between the aan het-progressive and the posture verb progressive in terms of different semantic profiles: the aan het-progressive is said to evoke a processual profile and as such “zoom[s] in on the ongoing process itself” (Lemmens 2015: 5), whereas the posture verb progressive construction has a situational profile, “typically locating the ongoing process in a well-described spatio-temporal frame” (Lemmens 2015: 5). The situational focus of the posture verb progressive can be regarded as a remnant of the original lexical (i.e. postural) use of these verbs.19

19 It should be noted that Dutch generally makes use of posture verbs to locate animate and inanimate entities (instead of the verb zijn ‘to be’).
These different semantic profiles for the two construction types are indeed reflected in many of the differences described in the literature so far. For one thing, although both construction types in principle select activity verbs and exclude state verbs (Boogaart 1999: 176; Lemmens 2015:14), Lemmens (2015) notes – on the basis of a distinctive collostructional analysis of the relevant construction types – that the *aan het*-progressive clearly prefers telic (typically change of state or motion) verbs, whereas the posture verb progressive primarily selects non-telic verbs (see also Beekhuizen 2010: 111). The actual overlap of complement verbs appearing in both construction types is therefore rather small (about 10% of the verb types in Lemmens’s (2015) corpus occur in both construction types). Unsurprisingly, then, most distinctively attracted to the *aan het*-progressive are the change of state (hence processual) verbs *worden* ‘to become’ and *veranderen* ‘to change’, whereas the non-telic verb *wachten* ‘to wait’ is the verb most strongly attracted to the posture verb progressive (Lemmens 2015: 23). With regard to the types of subject both construction types prefer, Beekhuizen (2010: 107) notes that the likelihood of a posture verb progressive increases “if a subject is non-volitionally participating in the situation denoted by the main verb”, i.e. if the subject does not have prototypical agent properties. Again, this fits in with the situational profile of the posture progressive, which is more descriptive (and hence somewhat less agent-oriented) than the processual *aan het*-progressive. Another difference between the *aan het*-progressive and the posture verb progressive concerns the increased presence of locative modifiers with the latter (Lemmens 2005, 2015; Beekhuizen 2010: 112), which is again consonant with the posture verb progressive’s situational focus. 20 As we will demonstrate in Section 3.3, this

---

20 Apart from these semantic differences, register is also found to influence the use of both construction types, since the *aan het*-progressive occurs more often in more formal language (Beekhuizen 2010, following Haeseryn et al. 1997: 735), whereas the posture verb progressive is
difference between the more ‘processual’ prepositional progressive and the more ‘situational’ posture verb construction can be held responsible for the different frequency of intersubjective readings attested for the respective constructions.

As to the (relatively infrequent) motion verb progressive with *lopen*, Lemmens (2005) notes that it typically combines with verbs denoting physical motion like *voetballen* ‘playing soccer’ and as such has a more dynamic meaning that the posture verb progressives. When *lopen* selects non-motion verbs, it “typically expresses repetition, often combined with a verb that displays a negative evaluation on the speaker’s part” (Beekhuizen 2010: 106). Previous observations thus already point into the direction of a connection between the repetitive profile of *lopen* and a sense of irritation – a connection that we will further elaborate in the subsequent section.

3.3 Why some progressive constructions are more prone to (inter)subjective readings than others

In Section 3.1, we have explained that every progressive construction constitutes, in principle, an excellent device to report situations that are in some way non-canonical, given the heterogeneity and backgrounded boundaries (reflecting a non-consolidated status) by definition present in the semantic configuration of the progressive. Still, prepositional constructions are clearly less prone to (inter)subjective interpretations than posture verb constructions, which are in turn less frequently associated with (inter)subjectivity than the motion verb construction. In order to account for these

more frequent in colloquial language. Note that register also influences the choice of posture verb: more formal (written) language prefers the posture verb *staan* in the posture verb progressive (see Lemmens 2012b), whereas in informal (spoken) language, the verb *zitten* is most frequent (Beekhuizen 2010: 117; Lemmens 2012b, see also the findings in our corpus study).
differences, we have to connect the previous observations on these constructions’ semantic profiles with our analysis presented in Section 3.1: the central idea is that the more the progressive accentuates the boundaries or repetition of the denoted situation, the more likely it is to receive (inter)subjective interpretations.

Let us first zoom in on the differences between prepositional and posture verb constructions. While Figure 3 is applicable to both types of progressive, that part of the event that is backgrounded in the expression’s maximal scope is more highlighted in the case of the posture verb construction, since the posture verb construction is generally more concerned with where and how something happened rather than with the ongoingness of a process. This is depicted in Figure 4, which can be considered an extension (i.e. slight modification) of Figure 3:

![Figure 4: Posture verb progressives](image)

While the designated part of the event is still its imperfectivized part within IS$_A$, the higher degree of boldness of the backgrounded part of the event (compared to Figure 3) reflects that it has a more important contribution to the semantics of the expression. Since the presence of a sense of (inter)subjectivity can be connected to the association of progressive aspect with non-consolidated (i.e. bounded and (typically) heterogeneous) situations, and since posture verb progressives give emphasis to these (normally more) backgrounded elements, it should come as no surprise that these constructions are more frequently associated with (inter)subjective readings than their
prepositional counterparts, which are not specifically concerned with the non-structural properties (the ‘here-and-now’) of the events they report.

The semantic configuration of the motion verb progressive can equally be analyzed as an extension of Figure 3, yet this time it is not so much the original boundaries (and possible heterogeneity) that are highlighted, but rather the duration and iteration of the ongoing event. The difference between (21a) and (21b), for instance, is that in the latter case the situation is perceived as occurring repeatedly within the same temporal interval:

(21) a. *Jan *zeurt.*
    John whine.PRS.3SG
    ‘John is whining.’

    b. *Jan loopt te zeuren.*
    John run.PRS.3SG to whine.INF
    ‘John is constantly/continually whining.’

Thus, the configuration for the motion verb progressive can be rendered as in Figure 5, the difference with Figure 3 being the fact that the progressive zooms in on a kind of virtual generalization that the speaker makes on the basis of actual repeated occurrences. That is, the iterated event (the whining in [21b]) is represented as continually present at reference time.
The fact that *lopen te* is used to generate this iterative/durative effect can be analyzed a result of its semantics. A motion verb does not only entail a relatively extended process, but also a cyclical one: running/walking requires the continued repetition of the same type of movement. As a semi-serial verb (i.e. in collocation with another verb V), *lopen te* has the meaning of running/walking while doing something else (expressed by V). By extension, V takes over the sense of continued repetition conveyed by *lopen te*. Clearly, events that are constantly repeated within a single temporal interval (to the point that they are perceived as continually ongoing) are likely to cause irritation – hence the frequent exploitation of *lopen te* to express some kind of annoyance on the part of the speaker or subject. In view of this plausible semantic connection between motion, temporal extension and irritation, it should come as no surprise that motion verb progressives in other (European) languages are typically associated with a durative meaning as well (Bertinetto et al. 2000: 523), and that they often give rise to negative readings (Ebert 2000: 616; Tommola 2000: 664).

4 (Inter)subjective reinforcement in complex progressives
Table 2 shows that so-called complex progressives are particularly prone to (inter)subjective interpretations. To repeat, we have coined the term complex progressives to refer to those cases in which the progressive construction is embedded in another construction, whereby the progressive auxiliary (*be*, the posture verb or the motion verb) is non-finite; this holds for progressive constructions in the (plu)perfect, for cases featuring another (semi-)auxiliary verb, such as *gaan* ‘go’, a modal or a combination of the two, and for those cases in which no finite auxiliary is present (the so-called root or bare infinitive progressive). We have also observed that these constructions are largely ignored in the extant literature, in spite of their noteworthy semantic and pragmatic features, i.e. their propensity to (inter)subjective extensions. Table 4 gives an overview of the absolute and relative frequency of (inter)subjective interpretations per type of complex progressive.

Table 4: Complex progressives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>(inter)subjective (absolute frequency)</th>
<th>(inter)subjective (proportion of row total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT PREPOSITIONAL PROG.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT POSTURE/MOTION PROG.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>GAAN</em> ‘GO’ / <em>KOMEN</em> ‘COME’ + POSTURE/MOTION PROG.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODAL + POSTURE/MOTION PROG.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODAL + <em>GAAN</em> ‘GO’ + POSTURE/MOTION PROG.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARE INF OF POSTURE/MOTION PROG.(^{21})</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{21}\) In two of the examples mentioned in this category the bare infinitive is *gaan* ‘go’ combined with the progressive infinitive. In all other cases, the posture or motion verb is a bare infinitive.
Table 4 shows that of the different types of complex progressives, the perfect of the prepositional progressive is least prone to (inter)subjective interpretations. Since it appears to behave like non-perfect progressives in terms of its inclination towards (inter)subjective readings, we will not devote any separate discussion to this construction. The remaining complex progressives, on the other hand, are very likely to feature (inter)subjective overtones – an observation that we will try to account for in this section, thereby distinguishing between the perfect posture/motion progressive (Section 4.1), the ‘gaan/komen + posture/motion progressive’ (Section 4.2), ‘modals + posture/motion progressive’ (Section 4.3), and posture/motion verb progressives without auxiliary (Section 4.4), since – as we will see – each involves a different theoretical motivation for their association with (inter)subjectivity.

4.1 The perfect posture/motion verb progressive and (inter)subjectivity

Examples (22)–(23) illustrate some (inter)subjective uses of perfect progressives with posture/motion verbs in Dutch:

(22) het spijt mij erg ja dat ik heb liggen
doorrazend
it be.sorry.PR.SG me really yes that I have.PR.SG lie.INF
‘I’m really sorry that I’ve been raging on.’ (CGNa fv400421)

(23) toen had m’n vader nog opmerkingen lopen maken
over m’n kleren dat ie uh dat ie dat zo stom
about my clothes that he uhm that he that so stupid
vond
find.PR.SG
‘Then my father had still been making remarks about my clothes, about how stupid he thought they were.’ (CGNa fn007972)

While (22) involves a sense of intensity, the speakers in (23) and (24) are obviously irritated. We have seen that each of these readings can also be conveyed by simplex posture/motion verb progressives, yet as the frequencies in Table 4 show, these senses of intensity and irritation are reinforced when the posture/motion progressive is embedded in a perfect construction.

Note that the English translations of these examples also feature (present and past) perfect progressives, which preserve the (inter)subjective meanings conveyed by their Dutch counterparts. In fact, many Dutch examples are reminiscent of the so-called “explanatory-resultative” uses of the (present) perfect progressive in English (Declerck et al. 2006: 253–254), as illustrated in (25):

(25) You’re behaving so awkwardly – **have you been drinking** again?

In cases such as this, the present perfect progressive is used to highlight the unintended side-effects of a past event, which typically comes with a sense of surprise or irritation on the part of the speaker. Thus, not only in Dutch, but also in English, do we find that the combination of perfect and progressive – or at least, one type of progressive in the case of Dutch – can generate (inter)subjective meaning effects, which suggests that there is something about these two types of
aspect that makes their combination inherently susceptible to such interpretations. Yet, to our knowledge, no plausible explanation for this observation has been offered for either language.

We argue that the perfect can reinforce the (inter)subjective quality that is already intrinsic to progressive constructions because it is itself semantically associated with (inter)subjectivity. In other words, perfect progressives are complex combinations of two constructions that often receive (inter)subjective readings across languages. For the progressive, we have offered evidence and a theoretical explanation for this connection with (inter)subjectivity, and we have shown that the posture/motion verb progressives are even more likely to receive such readings than their prepositional counterparts. The perfect, in turn, has been singled out as potentially signaling incongruity in a variety of languages by, among others, DeLancey (2001) and De Wit (2017b). For instance, as pointed out by Slobin and Aksu (1982: 195) in their analysis of the Turkish -miş perfect, “the essence of all uses of –miş is to encode situations for which the speaker is not somehow prepared – situations on the fringe of consciousness, learned of indirectly, or not immediately assimilable to the mental sets of the moment”. In his cross-linguistic analysis of mirativity (i.e. the grammatical expression of surprise), DeLancey (2001: 378) proposes a conceivable semantic explanation as to why perfect constructions lend themselves to the expression of incidental situations for which the speaker lacks premonitory awareness: since (present) perfect aspect involves past situations of which the speaker witnesses some current consequences (in the form of, e.g., a result), the information about the past event which the speaker has at the time of speaking is necessarily indirect. As DeLancey (2001: 378) notes, “a fact which one knows only when ones sees secondary evidence for it is necessarily unexpected to some degree.” If the speaker did witness a past event directly, it is no longer particularly novel at the time she reports this event. It thus seems that both the perfect and the progressive have inherent properties that make them suitable for the expression of situations that are in a way incongruous or non-canonical. It should not be surprising,
then, that the combination of the two yields (inter)subjective readings even more frequently. We can once more propose a diagram that reflects the semantic origin of the (inter)subjective present perfect progressive. Figure 6, which is based on Brisard (2013: 232), contains the representation of a regular present perfect in English.

![Figure 6: English present perfect](image-url)

In contrast to the previous diagrams, Figure 6 does not only contain an aspectual immediate scope (IS\(_A\)), but also a temporal immediate scope (IS\(_T\)), which is imposed by the tense marker. Since the present perfect is a present-tense construction (in English at least – cf. below for Dutch), this immediate scope coincides with the time of speaking, indicated by the boxed squiggly line (cf. De Wit 2017a: Chapter 2 for more details). Aspectually, the perfect zooms in on the (resultant) end-state of a past situation (since it deals with the current consequences of that situation), and thus IS\(_T\) and IS\(_A\) coincide. This past situation (an event in the case of Figure 6) is therefore not in focus, but it does belong to the overall conceptualization of the present perfect, represented by its maximal scope (MS). The difference between a regular present perfect and a present perfect progressive resides in the nature of this past situation in MS: while in the former case we are dealing with a simple state or event, the latter involves an event that has undergone imperfectivization by means of the posture verb progressive before being taken up in the configuration of the perfect. The present perfect progressive can thus be rendered as suggested in Figure 7, which connects parts of Figure 4 with parts of Figure 6 by means of interrupted correspondence lines.
Figure 7 shows that, in the case of the present perfect progressive, the past situation of which the consequences continue into the present is actually an internal sample of an event that is conceived of as phenomenal (rather than structural), by virtue of the backgrounded boundaries in MS1.

One might object that Figure 6, and therefore also Figure 7, are relevant for English, but not so much for Dutch, in which the original present perfect has evolved into a construction that comprises both past perfective and present perfect readings. Thus, situations that took place at a definite moment in the past and that are not connected to the present can be reported by means of a present perfect (Brisard 2013: 233–234), as is illustrated in (26):

(26) *De katten hebben vorige week twee muizen gevangen.*

‘[lit.] The cats have caught two mice last week.’

Since the connecting line between the past situation and the time of speaking in Figure 6 need not be present in the case of the Dutch present perfect, and since there is therefore not necessarily a
relation of secondary evidence, one might wonder to what extent the analysis of the Dutch present perfect as a construction prone to (inter)subjective exploitation still holds. Yet the current range of uses of the Dutch present perfect (progressive) does not, we believe, determine the relative bias of the construction toward (inter)subjectivity. Most likely this bias is inherited from older varieties of the construction, which did only feature true present-tense uses, establishing a sense of current relevance. We have no reason to believe that the fact that the Dutch perfect can now take on past perfective meanings on top of its present perfect meaning has fundamentally altered the kind of (inter)subjective extensions it can give rise to.

4.2 *Gaan* (‘go’) and *komen* (‘come’) + posture/motion verb progressives

Complex constructions in which posture/motion verb progressives combine with the auxiliaries *gaan* (‘go’) or *komen* (‘come’) also turn out to be particularly likely to receive an (inter)subjective interpretation, as can be inferred from Table 4. The combination of *gaan* with posture/motion verb progressives is notably more frequent in our corpus than combinations with *komen*. Yet as the following examples show, both can (and often do) receive (inter)subjective readings:

(27) *dat ga je toch niet zitten prakken*  
that go.PRS.2SG you surely not sit.INF mash.INF  
’Surely you don’t mash that.’ (CGNa fv400623)

(28) ‘*t was in de winter en ik was mijn auto aan ’t scrape.off.INF come.PST.3SG he me like a.little.bit stand.INF help.INF  
zo. ik vond dat echt wel lief. like I find.PST.1SG that really quite kind  
‘It was the middle of winter and I was scraping off my car. And then he came like helping me just like that. I thought that was really quite kind.’ (CGNa fv400197)
While (27) involves a sense of atypicality, the speaker in (28) is obviously surprised. In both cases, these (inter)subjective readings would be less straightforward if the simple present or past were used. In line with our analysis of the present perfect progressive in Section 4.1, we believe that this strong sense of (inter)subjectivity is the product of the combination of two constructions that are each semantically affiliated to non-canonicity. We have amply shown that this is the case for posture/motion verb progressives as a result of the relative profiling of the events they imperfectivize (in the case of posture verb progressives) or the iteration and stretching of an event (in the case of the motion verb progressive). A sense of emphasized boundaries is, as we will demonstrate now, also the reason why gaan and komen are so likely to reinforce the mirative reading of posture/motion verb progressives.

Analyses of a wide range of languages have pointed out that the motion verbs COME and GO are likely to grammaticalize into tense and aspect auxiliaries (cf. Bybee et al. 1994, among many others).22 Thus, as an auxiliary, COME often conveys a recent past or resultative meaning, whereas the auxiliary GO typically appears in future or inchoative contexts. Yet both verbs can also be recruited for other grammatical functions, as has been extensively described in, most notably, Devos and van der Wal (2014). The uses that are of interest here have been most extensively (though not exclusively) analyzed in studies on GO and COME in French and English, in which they were described as “evaluative” (Bourdin 2003), “extraordinary” (Bres & Labeau 2003) or “mirative” (Celle & Lansari 2015) – terms that are very similar to the notion of (inter)subjectivity as defined in this paper. As examples (27) and (28) show, Dutch komen and gaan

---

22 We use capitalized COME and GO as cross-linguistic labels to refer to those verbs that are glossed as ‘come’ and ‘go’ in individual languages.
can equally be used to confer an (inter)subjective evaluation on the part of the speaker.\textsuperscript{23} The cross-linguistic attestation of (inter)subjective readings (see especially Bourdin [2003] on languages other than French and English) suggests that there something intrinsic about COME and GO constructions that makes them prone to (inter)subjective exploitation. Celle and Lansari (2015) point out that French \textit{aller}, which acts as a inchoative/future marker, but can also indicate surprise on the part of the speaker, puts a focus on the initial boundary of a process. This property, which we believe is typical of grammaticalized GO constructions across languages, makes these constructions likely to take on (inter)subjective interpretations as a consequence of the relationship we posit between the presence and relative prominence of boundaries and (inter)subjectivity. When the Dutch \textit{gaan} construction combines with posture verb progressives, the initial backgrounded boundary of the imperfectivized event, which is already quite highlighted by means of the posture verb construction (which gives relative emphasis to both boundaries), is even more highlighted; we thus find double (inter)subjective strengthening, as is depicted in Figure 8. Similarly, with the motion verb progressive, \textit{gaan} reinforces the designated event’s contingent status on top of the sense of duration/iteration that the ‘\textit{lopen te} + V’ construction conveys – see Figure 9.

\textsuperscript{23} It is noteworthy that both (27) and (28) involve inverted sentence structure. In this respect it is interesting to point out that Dutch exclamatives, which by definition involve a sense of discrepancy, obligatorily involve inversion, even with pronominal subjects. Unfortunately though, the precise relation between (inter)subjective expressions and word order in Dutch and other languages lies beyond the scope of this paper.
For *komen* we can propose a similar analysis, which is again inspired by Celle and Lansari (2015), who tentatively suggest that COME constructions are used to highlight the transition that takes place within the conceptualizer’s deictic center as a result of a process that intrudes into this deictic center (Celle and Lansari 2015: 298). In this case, it is not the initial transition, but the final one that is highlighted: COME constructions indicate that the occurrence and completion of an event causes the start of something new – a situation that is possibly discrepant with what is expected on the basis of what used to be the case. This property of COME constructions does not only make them likely to evolve into resultative markers, it also turns them into likely markers of non-canonicity. Again, in combination with posture and motion verb progressives, this
(inter)subjective reading that is already inherent in *komen* is reinforced. The diagrammatic representations of ‘*komen* + posture/motion verb progressives’ are equivalent to Figures 8 and 9, the only difference being that the emphasis now lies on the final boundary.

4.3 Modals + posture/motion verb progressives

The combination of a modal verb with a posture or motion progressive also enhances the (inter)subjective potential of an utterance, as the following examples show.

(29)  *ja maar dan moet ze ook niet gaan zitten klagen*
    yes but then must.PRS.3SG she also not go.INF sit. INF complain. INF
    *van uh hè van reuma en dergelijke dingen*
    like uh he of rheumatism and such things
    ‘But then she also shouldn’t be complaining about rheumatism and such things.’ (CGNa fn007972)

(30)  *maar ja ik kan niet de hele tijd tegen jou dan aan gaan zitten kleppen.*
    but yes I can.PRS.1SG not the whole time to you
    then at go.INF sit.INF chatter.INF
    ‘But I can’t chatter with you all the time, you know.’ (CGNa fn000621)

In (29) the speaker voices his or her irritation about somebody complaining about her health, whereas example (30) involves a sense of intensity (also marked by the adverbial *de hele tijd* ‘the whole time’ and the inherent iterativity in the verb *kleppen* ‘chatter’). Note that both examples also feature the verb *gaan* ‘go’ as an extra (inter)subjective re-enforcer (see Section 4.2); in fact, in almost half of the cases in which a modal verb is present, it is combined with *gaan* in our data sample (see Table 4).
The modal verbs appearing here are mainly *moeten* ‘must’ and *kunnen* ‘can’, typically with a deontic meaning, i.e. referring to societal norms or more speaker-oriented assessments in terms of (moral) acceptability, as in the examples above. Dynamic meanings, involving particular subject- or situation-internal capacities and necessities, show up as well, as in the following examples. In (31), the speaker expresses her irritation at the behavior of the subject who cannot but weep, whereas in (32), the speaker is clearly irritated about the fact that one has to, i.e. is forced by particular circumstances, to elbow one’s way through.

(31) *die alleen maar alleen maar kan zitten janken*  
who only but only but can.PRS.3SG sit.INF weep.INF  
‘Who only sits there and weeps.’ (CGNa fn00664)

(32) *dan moet je daar staan drummen moet je*  
then must.PRS.2SG you there stand.INF push.INF must.PRS.2SG you  
*je vasthouden aan van die vieze stijlen*  
yourself hold.on.INF at of these dirty balusters  
‘Then you’ve got to elbow your way through, you have to hold on to those dirty balusters.’ (CGNa fv400615)

In (33), which features the modal verb *mogen* ‘to be allowed to’, the speaker expresses irritation at the fact that everybody is allowed to talk bullshit on the phone in the library (whereas smoking is forbidden everywhere).

(33) *je mag godverdomme nergens een sigaret opsteken maar*  
you may.PRS.2SG God damn it nowhere a cigarette light.INF but  
[...] *iedereen mag wel met z’n telefoon in de*  
everybody may.PRS.3SG well with his phone in the  
in de *bieb zitten en lopen lullen maar [...]*  
in the library sit.INF and run.INF talk.bullshit.INF but ...  
d’r wordt helemaal niks aan gedaan.  
there be.PRS.3SG absolutely nothing about done.PST.PTCP
'You’re not allowed – damn it – to light a cigarette anywhere but everybody can sit in the library with his phone and talk bullshit but there’s absolutely nothing being done about it.’

Just like progressives, dynamic and deontic modal verbs are often used to construe a current situation as incongruous with the way the speaker wants or expects it to be. In a force-dynamic analysis of modals (see Talmy 1988), subjects of modal verbs are conceptualized as being under the influence of particular forces clearly delimiting the subject’s potential range of action, which might lead to irritation. This is obviously the case with modals denoting obligation and necessity, such as the modal moeten ‘must, have to’ in (34): the necessity of having to go to work does not align with what the speaker thinks should be the case (i.e. staying at home). 24

(34) Help! Mijn kind is ziek en ik moet gaan werken. help my child be.PRS.3SG ill and I must.PRS.1SG go.INF work.INF

‘Help! My child is ill and I have to go working.’

The same applies to modals expressing ability and permission. A good example of the latter case is (35), in which dynamic kunnen ‘can’ also expresses the speaker’s irritation at her having to arrange everything.

(35) Je opa geeft vanavond een feestje. En ik kan alles weer regelen. your granddad give.PRS.3SG tonight a party and I can.PRS.1SG everything again prepare.INF

‘Your granddad is giving a party tonight. And I can make all the preparations.’

It should in this connection also be emphasized that the modal verbs in complex progressive constructions with intersubjective meanings do not seem to feature epistemic meanings, but only

24 Examples (34) and (35) were taken from the internet.
dynamic and deontic ones, which typically select eventive (and thus bounded) predicates allowing a transition from a stage in which the state of affairs is not realized to one in which it is (see Heine 1995; Abraham 1998 on the eventive nature of verbs combined with non-epistemic modals). Again, it seems that both components of the complex construction – deontic/dynamic modals and posture/motion verbs – share a propensity for (inter)subjective meanings.

4.4 Posture/motion verb progressives without auxiliary

The use of bare infinitives where one would expect a finite verb form has mostly attracted attention in the domain of language acquisition (see, e.g., Blom 2007 on Dutch and English, among many others). It is thus primarily considered a reflection of a stage in an incomplete learning process. Yet adult speakers too may resort to bare infinitives in main-clause contexts (see Nikolaeva 2014 on so-called root infinitives in French and Latin; Avrutin 1999: Chapter 8 on Russian and English; Lasser 2002 on root infinitives in German; IJbema 2002: 118–122 on root infinitives in Dutch, among others). The examples in (36)–(38) illustrate the use of posture/motion verb progressives in Dutch without a finite auxiliary. Note that, in terms of semantics, these sentences cannot be interpreted as non-finite: they report past perfective events and would therefore normally feature the present-perfect auxiliary hebben (‘have’) (recall that the present perfect has evolved into a past perfective in Dutch – cf. Section 4.1).

(36) de leraar buiten kijken. zo van ja jullie hebben
de the teacher outside watch.INF so of yes you have.PRS.2PL
gedronken. heel die keet op stelen. al die klassen
drink.PST.PTCP whole that place on stilts all those classes
d’rbiij gehaald. al die boekentassen zitten doorzoeken
in.with get.PTCP all those bookbags sit.INF search.through.INF
‘The teacher going outside to watch. Like, yes you have been drinking. The whole place upside down. All those classes brought in. All those book bags searched through.’ (CGNa fv400495)

(37) alles werd daar die grot ingedragen. een heel end everything be. PST.3SG there that cave carry.in.PST.PTCP a whole way lopen kruipen onder echt uh een gat waar je net run.INF crawl.INF under really uhm a hole where you just doorheen kon uh op je knieën tijgerend. through can.PRS.2SG uhm on your knees crawl.PRS.PTCP ‘Everything was carried into that cave. Crawling all the way under a hole where you could barely go through, crawling on your knees.’ (CGNa fn007879)

(38) maar pap en Bert die hebben dus ook gebeld. dat but dad and Bert they have.PRS.3PL so also call.PST.PTCP that vind ik ook raar dat had ik helemaal niet find.PRS.1SG I also strange that have.PST.1SG I at.all not verwacht. allebei mobiel gaan zitten bellen. expect.PST.PTCP both mobile go.INF sit.INF call.INF ‘But dad and Bert, they have also called. I find that strange as well, I hadn’t expected that at all. Both calling with their mobile phones.’ (CGNa fn000583)

Each of these examples illustrates the association of progressive infinitives without an auxiliary with a sense of incongruity – an association that is relatively strong, as Table 4 shows. Both (36) and (37) feature a sense of intensity. In (38), the speaker obviously depicts the reported situation as atypical. Observe that, in this case, the progressive infinitive combines with *gaan* (‘go’) (cf. Section 4.2), which thus reinforces the (inter)subjective reading of (38). In fact, this example constitutes, we believe, a case of double reinforcement of the posture/motion verb progressive: one by *gaan* and one by the bare infinitive progressive. In other words, just like with the perfect, *gaan/komen* and the dynamic/deontic modals, we argue that bare infinitive progressives instantiate a complex construction that combines two constructions that are inherently liable to (inter)subjective manipulation, in this case the posture/motion verb progressive and the root infinitive construction. Thus, instead of assuming that uses of bare infinitives in adult language
constitute illustrations of some random auxiliary ellipsis in spoken Dutch, we argue that utterances of sentences feature bare infinitives for specific semantic reasons. Consider the following bare infinitive constructions:

(39) [In response to someone who has been complaining about elaborate renovations in her house:]

\[\text{en} \quad \text{ik \ mij \ maar \ druk \ maken \ om \ een \ ezel \ die \ wat} \]
and I mezelf but busy make.INF about a donkey that a.little

\[\text{uit \ zijn \ doen \ is.} \]
out his doing be.PRS.3SG

‘And me worrying about a donkey that’s a little bit upset.’

(40) [In a group therapy session, one of the participants complains about three other participants that do not cooperate:]

\[\text{en} \quad \text{wij \ maar \ werken \ en} \quad \text{wij \ maar \ uit \ onze \ schulp \ kruipen} \]
and we but work.INF and we but out our shell crawl.INF

\[\text{en} \quad \text{zij, zij \ blijven \ maar \ zitten \ waar \ ze \ zitten \ en} \]
and they they stay.PRS.3PL but sit.INF where they sit.PRS.3PL and

\[\text{jij \ vindt \ dat \ nog \ goed \ ook.} \]
you find.PRS.2SG that still good too

‘And we’re doing nothing but working and we’re doing nothing but coming out of our shell. and they, they just keep sitting where they’re sitting and you think that’s fine too.’

(41) [About someone who wants to distance herself from her father:]

\[\text{En \ ik \ maar \ zeggen: ‘Nee, ik heb \ niks \ met hem te} \]
and I but say.INF no I have.PRS.1SG nothing with him to

\[\text{maken’. Maar het bleef \ mij \ achtervolgen.} \]
make.INF but it keep.PST.3SG me follow.INF

‘And I kept saying: “No, I don’t have anything to do with him.” But it kept following me.’

(42) \textbf{Hij \ het \ huis \ schoonmaken? \ Onmogelijk!}

\textsuperscript{25} Examples (39)–(41) have been taken from the internet (accessed 24 November 2016). Example (41) is an excerpt from Reijen, José van & Ton Haans. 2008. \textit{Groepsdynamica in gedragstherapeutische en psychodynamische groepen}. BohnStafleu van Loghum: Houten, available via Google Books. Example (42) is a constructed example.
he the house clean.INF impossible
‘Him clean the house? No way!’

Examples (39)–(41) instantiate what we suggest to call the ‘en SUBJ maar INF Construction’. Example (39) illustrates the use of bare infinitives to report repeated useless actions on the part of the subject: actions that should not have taken place. Both (40) and (41) involve intensified events, which are in addition irritating to the speaker. Clearly, each of these contexts involve events that in a way diverge from what is considered canonical, and this sense of non-canonicity would not be obviously present if the root infinitives were to be replaced by means of finite constructions. In (42), the speaker is using another construction, the so-called ‘Incredulity Response Construction’ (Fillmore et al. 1988: 511) involving ‘Mad Magazine sentences’ (Akmajian 1984), which has been analyzed at length for English by, among others, Lambrecht (1990). The ‘Incredulity Response Construction’ is typically used for the expression of “surprise, disbelief, skepticism, scorn, and so on” (Akmajian 1984, cited in Lambrecht 1990: 215) in English. As example (42) illustrates, such uses are also attested in Dutch: in the example, the speaker expresses her surprise at the suggestion that the subject would be cleaning (or would have cleaned) the house.

We contend that the ‘en SUBJ maar INF Construction’ and the ‘Incredulity Response Construction’ do not accidentally feature bare infinitives in Dutch, but that this form is specifically chosen for (inter)subjective purposes. As Lambrecht (1990: 224) points out in his analysis of ‘Incredulity Response Constructions’, the speaker’s “incredulous response does not concern the time at which the situation or event described in the context proposition takes place”. Rather, it refers to the general awkwardness of the hypothetical occurrence of a situation within a certain context, involving a certain subject. Building on Langacker (1987), Szcześniak and Pachoł (2015: 10) similarly argue that non-finite verbs profile “concepts considered in the abstract rather than realized events”. Since the ‘Incredulity Response Construction’ involves connections between a
subject and a situation that are not normally/actually connected, it makes sense to use non-finite verbs which can represent that situation as abstract and hypothetical. This analysis may be extended to account for the relation between incongruity and bare infinitives in general: situations that do not normally take place (or do not take place to that extent) in the world of the conceptualizer (i.e. situations that are typically presented by means of constructions that have taken on (inter)subjective meanings) are more likely to be represented in an a-temporal fashion, e.g. by means of infinitives.

Even if this hypothesis requires further verification on the basis of empirical data, we hope to have shown in this section that, in those contexts in which bare infinitives are used to express situations that might have been expressed by means of finite verbs as well, we appear to end up with (inter)subjective readings. Thus, root infinitives seem to be intrinsically connected to a sense of incongruity, and they can therefore reinforce the (inter)subjective meanings that are conveyed by means of posture/motion verb progressives in Dutch.

5 Conclusion

This paper set out to demonstrate that Dutch progressive constructions can be exploited to present situations as in a way incongruous with the speaker’s conception of how reality is or should be. While the aspectual meaning of the various progressive constructions in Dutch has received considerable attention in the last few years, much less attention has been paid to their non-aspectual uses, in particular their potential to express (inter)subjective meanings such as surprise, irritation and intensity, which, in the attested examples, often seem more prominent than the purely aspectual meaning of ongoingness or duration that is usually implied. Such (inter)subjective extensions of progressive constructions have been observed in languages other than Dutch, both European and non-European. What makes the situation in Dutch particularly intriguing, however, is the fact that
there are at least five more or less grammaticalized progressive constructions, which exhibit a different (inter)subjectivity potential. On the basis of our corpus study, we have shown that all the Dutch progressive constructions under investigation can be used to convey a sense of non-canonicity, and we have accounted for this relation between progressivity and non-canonicity in terms of the backgrounded boundaries that are by definition part and parcel of the semantic configuration of the progressive, which thus presents situations as non-structural or phenomenal within the speaker’s conception of reality. Yet, of these different progressive constructions in Dutch, the motion verb progressive turns out to trigger (inter)subjective readings more frequently than the posture verb constructions, which are in turn more prone to (inter)subjectivity than the prepositional construction. We have connected these results to the different semantic configurations of the progressive construction classes, arguing that the more the progressive accentuates the boundaries or repetitive character of the denoted event, the more likely it is to receive an (inter)subjective interpretation. By way of concluding our analysis, we have discussed four complex progressive constructions: the present perfect posture/motion verb progressive, ‘gaan/komen + posture/motion verb progressive’, ‘modals + posture/motion verb progressive’ and bare infinitival uses of posture/motion verb progressives. In each of these complex constructions, the progressive combines with another construction that is also inherently capable of undergoing (inter)subjective meaning extensions. We are thus dealing with cases of (inter)subjective reinforcement, and consequently, a very strong connection between these complex progressives and interpretations of non-canonicity.

More generally, our analysis demonstrates that speakers can adapt the prototypical affordances of grammatical constructions for affective purposes, i.e. to qualify a situation and/or to generate a certain effect on the part of the addressee. There is no reason to assume that this important evaluative function of grammar is restricted to the domain of aspect. Future work will
have to unveil whether systematic (inter)subjective exploitation can also be attested beyond the verb phrase, and if so, how such notable uses can be integrated in a semantic analysis of the constructions at hand.
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Appendix A: Native speaker survey

The following stimuli were presented via online survey tool Qualtrics. For reasons of clarity, the minimal pairs are printed in bold and accompanied with an English translation (which was naturally not the case in the online survey version). More information about the survey design can be found in Section 2.2.1.
Q01
A. Toen gingen al die taxi’s weer rijden want die **hadden** daar super lang **gewacht**.

‘Then all the taxis went driving again because they had waited [no progressive] there for a very long time.’

B. Toen gingen al die taxi’s weer rijden want die **hadden** daar super lang **staan wachten**.

‘Then all the taxis went driving again because they had been waiting [lit. had stand wait; complex posture progressive with *staan* ‘stand’] there for a very long time.’

Q02
A. Ik denk… Je werkt voor ’t volk, je verdient een salaris van hier tot Tokyo. **Ga** je nog zo **lopen** kafferen.

‘I think… You work for the people, you earn an amazing lot of money. And still you are railing [lit. go run rail; complex motion progressive with *gaan* ‘go’ and *lopen* ‘run’].’

B. Ik denk… Je werkt voor ’t volk, je verdient een salaris van hier tot Tokyo. **Ga** je nog zo **kafferen**.

‘I think… You work for the people, you earn an amazing lot of money. And still you rail [no progressive].’

Q03
A. Ik ben vergeten de afwas **te doen**.

‘I have forgotten to do [no progressive] the dishes.’

B. Ik ben vergeten de afwas **aan het doen**.

‘I have forgotten to be doing [ungrammatical] the dishes.’
Q04

A. Dat meen je niet! Zat hij te flirten met meisjes uit jouw team?

‘You must be kidding. Was he flirting [lit. sat he to flirt; simplex posture progressive with zitten ‘sit’] with girls on your team?’

B. Dat meen je niet! Flirtte hij met meisjes uit jouw team?

‘You must be kidding. Did he flirt [no progressive] with girls on your team?’

Q05

A. Zit u over het algemeen veel TV te kijken?

‘Are you generally watching [lit. sit you to watch; simplex posture progressive with zitten ‘sit’] a lot of TV?’

B. Kijkt u over het algemeen veel TV?

‘Do you generally watch [no progressive] a lot of TV?’

Q06

A. Wat kunnen wij er hier aan doen dat ze ginder in het Midden Oosten vechten?

‘What can we here do about the fact they fight [no progressive] over there in the Middle East?’

B. Wat kunnen wij er hier aan doen dat ze ginder in het Midden Oosten liggen te vechten?

‘What can we here do about the fact that they are fighting [lit. lie to fight; simplex posture progressive with liggen ‘lie’] over there in the Middle East?’

Q07

A. Ik vind het wel vervelend dat die daar zo echt op kan kijken.

‘I find it a bit annoying that he can really look [no progressive] at it like that.’
B. Ik vind het wel vervelend dat die daar zo echt op **kan zitten kijken**.

‘I find it a bit annoying that he can be looking [lit. ‘can sit look’, complex posture progressive with modal verb *kan* ‘can’ and posture verb *zitten* ‘sit’] at it like that.’

Q08

A. Maar ik **denk** even of ik ’s middags niet ook naar huis ga omdat ik tot half één les heb.

‘But I just think [no progressive] whether I won’t go home at noon as well since I have classes until 12:30.’

B. Maar ik **zit** even **te denken** of ik ’s middags niet ook naar huis ga omdat ik tot half één les heb.

‘But I am just thinking [lit. sit to think; simplex posture progressive with *zitten* ‘sit’] whether I won’t go home at noon as well since I have classes until 12:30.’

Q09

A. Het spijt mij dat ik **heb liggen doorrazen**.

‘I’m sorry that I have been raging on [lit. have lie rage; complex posture progressive with *liggen* ‘lie’].’

B. Het spijt mij dat ik **heb doorgeraasd**.

‘I’m sorry that I have raged on [no progressive].’

Q10

A. Dus ik was aan het werken en die **staat** daar zo.

‘So I was working and he just stands [no progressive] there like that.’

B. Dus ik was aan het werken en die **staat** daar zo **te staan**.
‘So I was working and he is just standing [lit. stands to stand; simplex posture progressive with staan ‘stand’] there like that.’

Q11
A. En Bart was maar aan ’t zeggen van ‘Haast u, haast u!’
   ‘And Bart was constantly saying [simplex prepositional progressive] like ‘Hurry up, hurry up!’
B. En Bart zei maar van ‘Haast u, haast u!’
   ‘And Bart constantly said [no progressive] ‘Hurry up, hurry up!’

Q12
A. Ik keek daar zo van “Oh fuck – wat is hier allemaal gebeurd.”
   ‘I looked there like “Oh fuck – what on earth has happened here.”’
B. Ik zat daar zo te kijken van “Oh fuck – wat is hier allemaal gebeurd.”
   ‘I was looking [lit. sat to look; simplex posture progressive with zitten ‘sit’] there like “Oh fuck – what on earth has happened here.”’

Q13
A. Maar jullie willen echt gaan zeilen weer? – Ja, nou, mogelijk in ieder geval. We zijn nog een beetje aan ’t brainstormen.
   ‘But you really want to go sailing again? – Yes, well possibly in any case. We are still brainstorming [simplex prepositional progressive] a little’
B. Maar jullie willen echt gaan zeilen weer? – Ja, nou, mogelijk in ieder geval. We brainstormen nog een beetje.
‘But do you really want to go sailing again? – Yes, well possibly in any case. We brainstorm [no progressive] a little’

Q14

A. We hadden een pot op tafel liggen, en ineens was die pot weg. Echt superlullig. We hadden wel een beetje een vermoeden wie het gedaan zou kunnen hebben, maar ja, we hadden niets gezien en... Echt superlullig, dan ben je gewoon je maten aan ’t naaien...
‘We had a money pot lying on the table, and all of a sudden it was gone. Really very annoying. We had a bit of a suspicion about who could have done it, but well, we hadn’t seen anything and… Really very annoying, then you are really deceiving [simplex prepositional progressive] your mates…’

B. We hadden een pot op tafel liggen, en ineens was die pot weg. Echt superlullig. We hadden wel een beetje een vermoeden wie het gedaan zou kunnen hebben, maar ja, we hadden niets gezien en... Echt superlullig, dan naai je gewoon je maten...
‘We had a money pot lying on the table, and all of a sudden it was gone. Really very annoying. We had a bit of a suspicion about who could have done it, but well, we hadn’t seen anything and… Really very annoying, then you really deceive [no progressive] your mates…’

Q15

A. Gisteren zal ik zitten eten met mijn vrienden.
‘Yesterday I will be eating [ungrammatical] with my friends.’

B. Gisteren zat ik te eten met mijn vrienden.
‘Yesterday I was eating [lit. I sat to eat; simplex posture progressive] with my friends.’
Q16
A. Als ik nou ineens zo ga doen dan heeft mijn moeder ook wel door dat ik slijm.
‘If I start behaving like that all of a sudden, my mother will also know that I brown-nose [no progressive] her’
B. Als ik nou ineens zo ga doen dan heeft mijn moeder ook wel door dat ik loop te slijmen.
‘If I start behaving like that all of a sudden, my mother will also know that I am brown-nosing [lit. run to brown-nose; simplex motion progressive] her.’

Q17
A. Oké, en wie belt wie? – Degene die wakker is, die belt gewoon.
‘Okay, and who calls who? – The person who is awake, simply calls [no progressive]’
B. Oké, en wie belt wie? – Degene die wakker is, die ligt gewoon te bellen.
‘Okay, and who calls who? – The person who is awake, is simply calling [lit. lies to call; simplex posture progressive with liggen ‘lie’].’

Q18
A. Daar trok ik me dan liever aan op dan dat ik ging denken van “Hé, wat storend. D’r zijn mensen aan het lullen” of zo.
‘I preferred to draw support from that rather than thinking like “Hey, this is so annoying. People are talking bullshit [simplex prepositional progressive]” or something like that.’
B. Daar trok ik me dan liever aan op dan dat ik ging denken van “Hé, wat storend. D’r lullen mensen” of zo.
‘I preferred to draw support from that rather than thinking like “Hey, this is so annoying. People talk bullshit [no progressive]” or something like that.’
Q19

A. Ik heb echt thuis al in de kookboeken gesnuffeld.

‘I really have browsed [no progressive] through the cookbooks at home.’

B. Ik ben echt thuis al in de kookboeken aan het snuffelen geweest.

‘I really have been browsing [complex prepositional progressive] through the cookbooks at home.’

Q20

A. Als hij ergens mee zit, dan is hij me aan het opbellen.

‘If he worries about something, then he will be calling [lit. is he calling me; simplex prepositional progressive] me.’

B. Als hij ergens mee zit, dan belt hij me op.

‘If he worries about something, then he’ll call [no progressive] me.’